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To the readers:

From far and wide, you descend upon the intersection at 69th and York. You flock with 
stories, with perspectives, with curiosity. This energy and joie de vivre is unleashed on the 
city, never looking back; yet for seconds, you hold tight. You savor one small whiff, perhaps 
a fleeting glimpse. And, if we are lucky, you catch it on paper, in music, on camera. These 
reflections are historic. They are a celebration of your life. Now, we would like to share this 
brilliance for all to be inspired.

This journal is for you.

We hoped to create a forum for reflection. We hoped to encourage exploration by art and 
by literature. We hoped to share these works as stimulus for conversation and indepen-
dent thought. From this, the Journal of Humanities was born.

As a medical community, many of our contributions demonstrate the indelible mark this 
field has made on our perspective. Asked to share our thoughtful endeavors, we arrive 
with drawings of the human form, discussions of patient individuality, images of aging. We 
like to believe that this is evidence of the humanities helping us comb through these new 
experiences. We leave that discussion to you.

Within these pages, we reflect on doctors as more than mere mechanics of the body. We 
examine why, as medical students, our training is not simply geared towards the technical. 
Humanistic and artistic work in medicine seeks nothing from the amazing scientific work 
around us. Rather, the humanistic approach enriches the toolsets of health and healing 
that we as physicians and medical students seek to nurture. 

In medicine, the ultimate service to the patient is to be a healer, not just a fixer. This proj-
ect is a testament to that underlying and often forgotten ideal. Each work herein is reflec-
tive of skills that are deeply implicated in our ability to heal, in every sense of the word. 
And the skills we encourage and display in these pages can benefit any patient. No pa-
tient is too sick, no family too bereaved to benefit from kindness, mindfulness, openness, 
validation and communication. Nor is any field of medicine so technical that the holistic 
reflection of its physicians would not benefit it.

With this publication, we hope to begin a tradition of larger, more inclusive frameworks 
of caring and healing. May this pave the way to new growth. And, may we find within our-
selves the best physicians, scientists and humanists that we can all become.

  - Dan, Elan, Jon, and Peter
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REGRET
Pencil
Steve Riccoboni
Class of 2013
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STRENGTH
Andrew Ji

Class of 2013

Alone in the city,
Yet one of many.
Countless faces pass by me in the street,
I keep my head down and walk to my own beat.
I am a rock, the stone left unturned,
I drift in the river, like a stomach just churned.
I cannot show weakness,
It won’t define me,
I fear for my fortress
These appearing thoughts are blinding.
Look to my blood, derive strength from the past
Seeking the answers to questions never asked
I am a rock, the stone left unturned
Itching for freedom, like a desire just burned
I am strong, I need no helper
I am the lone soul that can break through my shelter
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REFLECTIONS ON NICARAGUA
Photographs

Angela Arbach
Class of 2013
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H & P
Ethan Brown
Class of 2011

In medicine we live and breathe for form -
Corral the shapeless stories, pains, and signs.
We listen closely for what’s not the norm,
Discard the fluff that clearly is benign.
A patient may think theirs a unique case,
But while with bed and screen and gown they wait
We make them more alike; there is no space
For personality in our template.
Yet when we venture out to make house calls
We see all that our forms had never shown,
All of the smells, music, art on the walls
That make up the patient we’d thought we’d known.
So some of our skills with flaws may be fraught
As the form of the shapeless tells us a lot.
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MIRROR
Photograph
Peter Barish

Class of 2012
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SPEECHES
Anatomy Memorial, April 2012

Each year, we medical students from the first year class undertake one of the defining moments 
of the medical school curriculum—studying human anatomy through the study of donors’ bod-
ies. This undertaking provides students with the foundation for understanding the human form 
and its function. Beyond this, though, we also get our first chance to experience the laying on of 
hands that each of us will perform in some way throughout our careers. We begin to think about 
what we as physicians and as human beings get from our patients and what we can provide them 
beyond the medical treatment of illness. The spirit of the anatomy memorial that we present at 
the end of our anatomy course is one of lifelong gratitude towards the patients and families we 
will work with in our professional lives, and of reflection on healing. These are the original works 
of students who wanted to share what the experience of working with their donor meant to them 
and to give thanks to the families of the donors for their gift to us. They were performed by the 
class of 2015 at a ceremony attended by our faculty and our donors’ families on April 17, 2012. 

Brittany Lewis
Class of 2015

 Every donor has a story. We’ve become very close with our donors over the 
past few months, enough to estimate some details of their lives, but we never had 
the chance to introduce ourselves and ask what led these men and women to give 
themselves to our study. For me, it was especially difficult not to wonder about Julie’s 
previous life.
 It was difficult because one of my loved ones recently passed away and donated 
his body to the students at a different medical school. My grandfather was an inde-
pendent thinker, a college professor for many years. His large family is made almost 
entirely of fellow teachers and medical professionals, and so it seems almost fitting 
that even in death he would be teaching medical students.
 I did not know Julie or any of the other donors in life, but I can guess that they 
were extraordinarily generous, free-thinking, and well-loved. And I thank them for all 
they have taught us.
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UNTITLED
Acrylic

Monica Payne
Class of 2012
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Max Nowicki
Class of 2015

 Hello everyone. Thank you all for coming.  As a representative of my anatomy 
group, I want to say thank you so much to the people who have given their bodies to 
science and their families.  Teaching the next generation of doctors how our incredible 
bodies are built is a priceless contribution, one that all our donors have made.  I and all 
of my classmates are so grateful for their decision.  
 Here is a short poem I wrote while I was in a long distance relationship with my 
girlfriend, and though it may sound silly, writing poems like these always cheers me up 
when I start to think about the short time we all have here on earth: 

I know you gaze up at the stars, those wheeling burning points of light,
And wonder of the universe, of planets far and out of sight,
Just know that if the world should end with all of us cast into night,
Your life, your love, and earth bound time has brought the universe delight. 

Thank you.

Dan Shalev
Class of 2015

 In my undergraduate studies some years ago, I was exposed to the work of a 
theologian and philosopher named Joseph Soloveitchik. His ideas resonated with me 
and have helped me put my experiences working with my donor into context. So-
loveitchick argued that people fundamentally have two natures. One, the person of 
majesty, is a driven, competitive being actively involved in building and commanding 
the world. In contradiction, the person of humility merely stands back, examines, ac-
cepts, and is awed.  Both of these natures exists within each of us, but in our transition 
to physicians, we spend far more time fostering our ability to control the body, rather 
than our ability to experience acceptance and wonder. But humility matters too. The 
ability to be awed is imperative to being a good doctor: to participate in the vastness 
of our patients’ lives with mindfulness, compassion, and patience. What the practice 
of anatomical dissection gives us is the opportunity, the imperative, to be awed. To be 
awed by the sacrifice of the people who make our education possible. To be awed by 
the complexity and the intricacy of the human body. To be awed by the greatness of 
our task as physicians—by our abilities and by our limits. In anatomy lab, we lay our 
hands on flesh and learn the geography of the soft country we will one day tend, and 
we are awed by it.
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Rachel Feldman
Class of 2015

 As many of my classmates know, I went to nursing school and worked as a reg-
istered nurse before med school. Seven years ago I was memorizing muscle names like 
brachioradialis and learning about the direction of blood flow through the heart.  But 
there was one very important difference: in nursing school, we learned on plastic mod-
els.  We could remove the liver or the stomach from our mannequin, but eventually 
all of the organs would click back into place like pieces of a small puzzle. Thanks to the 
generosity of our donors, my second round of learning anatomy has been much more 
than an exercise in where things fit in our bodies. Learning from donors has taught us 
all lessons that can only be taught from person to person, and not via books or props. 
We have learned to appreciate and respect what makes individuals different, we have 
learned to be patient and persistent in our efforts to understand others, and we have 
learned how to work cooperatively to decipher what our patient can teach us.  So 
thank you Marvin, and all of the donors, for giving depth to our education, for being 
our teachers, and for playing a pivotal role in our transition to becoming physicians. I 
can truthfully say that our experience would not have been the same without you.

Maya Dimitrova
Class of 2015

 When my parents were in medical school “Hic Mortui Vivos Docent” was writ-
ten above the entry of their anatomy lab. “Here those who have passed teach the liv-
ing.”
  Generation after generation of physicians rely on the gifts made by selfless indi-
viduals like Alan. For the first time as medical students, we have the privilege of work-
ing with the human form. We become aware of the respect and humility that come 
with the intimacy granted to our profession.
  After months of studying from books, anatomy humanizes the medicine we 
have been learning. We have studied the action potentials that travel up and down 
nerves. But we have seen the tough fibers extend to the tip of a finger. The heart isn’t 
a pump. It is an amazing organ, complex and life sustaining, sheltered within the chest.
  We want to thank Alan, for his gift, for the investment he has made in our edu-
cation. Our understanding of medicine will be forever imbued with our experiences 
over the last four months. Through his donation, he has demonstrated what it truly 
means to be altruistic and generous, qualities we will try to emulate as future physi-
cians.
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Scott Breitinger
Class of 2015

  The practice of medicine is a vocation that requires a lengthy process of 
learning, individual reflection, and growth that is in many ways not so unique from in-
numerable other types of work.  But, for us who are here today as medical students, 
though there are many reasons we have pursued medicine, on some level I believe we 
all have a profound interest in the lived experience of our patients. We seek, through our 
explorations, an understanding of individuals through the stories they tell us and the sto-
ries that become intrinsic to their physical person over time.  However, unlike any other 
profession, we students of medicine rely not only on books and teachers to guide us, but 
more than anything else we rely on the unspoken generosity and trust of patients as we 
develop our understanding and skills.
  We reflect upon the lessons taught by each patient to better help them, 
and for the remainder of our lives, we apply these lessons to better help every patient 
we will see thereafter. Although medical knowledge has grown by orders of magnitude 
in the past decades, the continuity of an essential and irreducible three-part relationship 
between students of medicine, their teachers, and patients has gone unbroken since 
antiquity. 
  All of us in this room today will live through but a minute portion of human 
history, but the work we do and the choices we make will live on, influencing future gen-
erations for longer than any of us can imagine. Like links in a chain, if we fail to carry forth 
the responsibilities bestowed by previous generations, that chain where we occupy the 
essential link between the past and the future will itself fail.  It is, however, through the 
generosity of your family members that we have been provided with the means to forge 
our link in the chain with confidence, dedication, and mindfulness of this legacy.
  It is with this realization, that we find ourselves--at the very beginning of 
our careers--in the improbable and humble position of expressing our gratitude to you 
and to your family members for allowing us to not only develop ourselves, but to carry 
forth from physicians who came before us, the practice of medicine, and to one day en-
trust this legacy to those who will come after.  We owe a debt to your family members 
that we will, unfortunately, never be able to repay. We can only thank you.  
  Kahlil Gibran once wrote, that, “When the earth shall claim your limbs, 
then shall you truly dance.” I understand this vision of death and rebirth with greater 
awareness when I think of the diverse and lasting impact of the gifts offered by your 
loved ones. We hope that you will remember that soon the students that join you today, 
will be responsible for bringing new life into the world, fixing failing hearts, and treating 
cancer, amongst many other responsibilities, and we will work not only here in New York, 
but across the country and across the world. Each time this happens, your family mem-
bers who had entrusted themselves to us, will be in part responsible for facilitating those 
successes.  To use Gibran’s metaphor, where we can apply our medical knowledge, it is 
the legacy and gifts of your family members that will continue to dance throughout the 
world, unbounded by time and space forevermore. 
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UNTITLED
Photograph

Naomi Shike
Class of 2013
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POLAROIDS
Photographs
Peter Barish
Class of 2014
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Kevin O’Rourke
Class of 2015

 When I was a 5 or 6 years old my family was visiting my grandparents and one 
morning I witnessed, for the first time in my life, my grandpa shave his face.  I was anx-
ious, nervous and excited to watch him hold the blade to his face.  I asked him ques-
tions like, “Where does shaving cream come from?  When will I get to shave?”  
 I remember how excited I was to see something completely new to me.  I knew 
that men shaved their face but I had no idea how they did it.  And after that morning 
the mystery was no longer a mystery.  At the ripe age of 5 years old, the way I viewed 
the world was changed by my Grandpa.
 Last February, during our anatomy course, at 101 years old, my Grandpa passed 
away.  So this past semester I’ve been thinking about him and this memory came to 
me while I was in anatomy lab.  I paused from my work and looked around at my class-
mates.  And, surprisingly, we all looked a bit like I did when I watched my Grandpa 
shave his face.  We were cautious, sometimes nervous, curious and excited.  We took 
turns learning and teaching each other, and we shared moments where, from the right 
angle, seeing a new structure completely changed the way we understand the human 
body.
 The story of watching my grandpa shave is kind of silly but it is really important 
to me and I offer it to you all at this memorial service to illustrate how incredibly life 
changing this process has been for us.  The donors have truly changed the way we see 
our world.  It is with that in mind that I thank them, and their families, for their gifts to 
us. Rest assured, we will never forget them.  Thank you.

Kunal Patel
Class of 2015

 My group mates and I were talking about how much knowledge we’ve taken 
from this course. And it’s really applicable everywhere. I was talking with my father on 
the phone when he said my grandfather had been diagnosed with an abdominal an-
eurysm. And it was interesting because I knew what it was. I could see it. Like, I could 
see it.  But when I think about it, I guess I wasn’t seeing my grandfather’s artery and 
I for sure wasn’t picturing a textbook drawing; I was seeing Dominic. When my group 
mates and I look at our own bodies and try to imagine what’s inside we see him.  And 
I don’t know about these guys, but I dream of anatomy, so I guess I dream about him. I 
bet that one day when we are listening to a patient’s heart, we’re going to think of his 
heart. So I think we were mistaken in admiring just how much knowledge we’ve taken 
from this experience because what’s more important is that we’re taking Dominic.
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SLOW
Michael McMahon

Class of 2013

 This woman was slow. Don’t get me wrong at 91, she was with it, strong, and 
sharp. But she answered the door slow.  She moved slow. When we asked a question, 
she answered slow.  She paused for what seemed like an eternity, but was closer to 15 
seconds.  
 She was just too slow. 
 Or rather she did not operate at my pace.  In her home, on her ground she 
moved at her own tempo. She demanded my unselfishness and I felt impatient.
 I was impatient. I recognized that even then.  And I couldn’t figure out why.  I 
came to experience this, to reach out, to be compassionate, to help if I could.  But as I 
sat there on her couch watching the interview and her dressing change I felt awkward. 
I was glad we were helping her, and I understood our purpose, but I felt out of place.
 This slowness stood in the face of everything I had experienced during my medi-
cal education thus far.  Efficiency was king, creating the most benefit for the most 
amount of people a core principle. You always work tirelessly toward a goal, and there 
is always a countdown clock.  Even in Medicine, Patients and Society, the instructors 
would remind you to speak to your patient like you weren’t busy, with the quiet under-
standing that you will always be hard pressed.
 And so there we were taking care of one very old patient.  Inefficient, but neces-
sary, we bridged a divide that illness had created.   We sat there listening, making sure 
that her life was solid, making sure that she didn’t fall through the cracks.   We looked 
around and saw her life strewn about in photos, scattered papers, and keepsakes.  We 
were in her life and not just another errand in her day.
 We didn’t do much, but what we did was good, decent, and needed.   Touching 
this one life that morning was enough and I am starting to feel better about that.
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STORYLINES
Photograph

Ali Mendelson
Class of 2013
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CSJ: SJS
Lead sheet

Benjamin Jack
Tiffany Peng

Performed by Class of 2014
Medical School Class Show, March 2012
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GRANDMOTHER
Pencil and charcoal
Freddy Escorcia
Class of 2012
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DEAR MS. M.
Ali Mendelson
Class of 2013

 Before I even met you, I knew your heart rate and blood pressure.  I knew how 
many breaths you were taking each minute and that in the past 24 hours your tem-
perature peaked at 6 am.  I could report exactly how much fluid you had taken in and 
put out.  My notes were filled with so many numbers and criss-crossing lines that a 
layperson could easily misinterpret them as a new form of Sudoku.  Numbers and 
lines that were actually lab values, which after two and a half years of medical school, 
I could now use to tell if you were dehydrated or anemic and ensure your kidneys and 
liver were functioning.  Someone mentioned that you had a long history of cancer, but 
the details were unimportant that morning, and we quickly moved on to discuss the 
fistula connecting your small intestine to your skin.  I immediately became fascinated 
with how interventional radiology was planning on gluing it closed and within minutes 
had found a google image depicting the procedure.  I still hadn’t seen you.  
 We did go into your room that morning, but it was early, and you were still wak-
ing up.  We listened to your heart beat and the air move through your lungs.  We looked 
at the bandage covering your fistula, noted the air filling your colostomy bag, and pal-
pated your abdomen, our fingers brushing over a well-healed scar running down the 
midline.  We left, comfortable with our conclusion that you were stable, a conclusion 
we made despite the tears in your eyes and based only on our physical exam and those 
Sudoku-like numbers and lines I had scribbled down earlier.  There was a brief moment 
in which we noted that you seemed sad, but there were other patients to see and sur-
geries to perform, and we were forced to move on.  
 I’m glad I came back.  Because I didn’t know you.  I didn’t know you had a daugh-
ter and a son, one an artist and one a musician.  I didn’t know your daughter inherited 
her art skills from you.  I didn’t know about your trips to New York City to visit your 
daughter at Parsons School of Design or the fun you two had exploring the city I call 
home.  I didn’t know that your daughter was planning a wedding for the spring or that 
this was the main reason you couldn’t wait to get out of the hospital.  I didn’t know 
that you had wedding plans to finish. Flowers to arrange.  Dresses to buy.  I couldn’t 
picture you in a dress.  I had never seen you in anything but a generic hospital gown 
that I now imagine is not nearly as stylish as what you wear outside the hospital doors.
 I also didn’t know how hard you fought to beat a cancer that causes more deaths 
than any other cancer of the female reproductive system.  I didn’t know of the pain you 
suffered and the treatments you tolerated.  I didn’t know how happy you were to be 
alive.   As you so poignantly stated, “It’s strange when you feel so awful you know you 
might be about to die.  But then you don’t.  I didn’t.  I’m going to live.”  I didn’t know 
that at least some of your tears were tears of joy.  Joy that you survived.  Joy that you 
were going home.  Joy that you would see your only daughter walk down the aisle.  
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 I still don’t know you.  The day after we took this picture, I returned to your room 
to find it empty.  The table was cleared of your belongings.  The roses you requested 
we hold as we posed for the camera no longer brightened up the windowsill.  I stood, 
my phone in hand, loaded with pictures from the previous night’s trip to the Houston 
Rodeo barbeque cook-off that I had promised to share with you.  I did know that you, 
a Houston native, had looked forward to hearing about my first trip to a place you had 
fond memories of taking your children when they were still too young to move to New 
York City or get married.   I smiled knowing how much you had wanted to get home 
to your family and back to your wedding planning, but wished I could ask you all the 
questions I hadn’t made time for the day before.  Are you married?  You asked me if I 
have a fellow, but is there a man you love?  One who loves you back?  One who will be 
there to help you get out of bed, brush your hair, cook you dinner, and give you a hug 
when you’re having a bad day?  Will your children help support you, or do you put on a 
strong front so as not to worry them?  Are you scared?  Of going home?  Of the cancer 
you fought so hard to beat?  
 There is also a lot I didn’t say.  I didn’t say how strong you are.  I didn’t tell you 
how much you inspired me. How after talking with you I went home and thought about 
how short life can be and how I should appreciate every day.  How the little things I and 
everyone else (especially medical students) dwell on are nothing compared to what 
you faced.  
 One of your doctors described you as a “steel magnolia,” delicate as a flower and 
tough as steel.  In the movie of the same name, one of the characters says, “I promise 
that my personal tragedy will not interfere with my ability to do good hair.”  I promised 
you that your hair looked beautiful before we took this picture.  I now promise to use 
what you have taught me to become a better physician.  The kind of physician who no-
tices the tears in patients’ eyes and asks what they are for.  The kind of physician who 
takes the time to get to know patients, beyond their vital signs and Sudoku-like lab 
values.  I’ve learned a lot as a medical student.  There are books and binders overflow-
ing with notes piling up in the corner of my room.  Yet this, one of the most important 
lessons I’ve taken away, doesn’t fit in a binder.  Patients enter the hospital and strip 
away their identities along with their clothes, replacing them with generic hospital 
gowns.  When we enter their rooms, they are no longer displaying who they are or 
what makes them different from the patient next door.  We have to ask.  And we have 
to listen.   Only then can we be the kind of physicians who don’t just treat the patient 
with a fistula in room 620, but the kind that treat the brave cancer survivor, the artist, 
and the mother of the bride.     

Sincerely,
Ali Mendelson
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LAKE ATITLÁN
 Photograph
Eunee Park

Class of 2013
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LECTURE NOTES
Ink 

Steve Riccoboni
Class of 2013
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INSURED
Mahala Schlagman

Class of 2012

 We had two girls over yesterday for lunch.  One was a long-time mentee of ours, 
Anna.  Her parents are on disability and have been for years, and for some time now, 
I think, she thinks of us as some sort of parental figures, or role models.  She comes 
to stay with us a few times a year and calls in-between.  We hear about her love esca-
pades and her college classes and her brother on a full-ride at MIT. 
 The other girl, Sara, is from an affluent family.  She listed the leaders of current 
Jewish thought as close family friends.  Her father is a doctor, her mother a PhD, and 
her eight siblings all go to different private schools, each chosen carefully to meet the 
needs of the child.  She showed us her uncle’s name in prominent Jewish text—he 
subsidized the printing, making it easier for us to own.  
 Health policy comes up frequently at our table, and so, when Sara declared that 
she did not believe in universal health coverage for all, we pressed her on the matter.  
She fears what everyone fears, that her health coverage would become worse if the 
government got involved, and she explained her story of getting her leg casted in a 
foreign country with a national health system.  The health services there, they casted 
the limb wrong, and it had to be re-broken and re-casted when she got back to the US.  
From that anecdote, she believes that national health care would only make us sicker.
 We tried to argue this policy factor and that, and a responsibility for all, and the 
50 million uninsured. She did not care.  She was unmoved.  And finally, Anna, the girl 
sitting next to her, the girl who brought her to our home, opens her mouth and says, 
“I don’t have health insurance.  Because of my college scholarships, I do not qualify for 
low cost health insurance, and I don’t know how I could take out more loans.”  Shock 
runs across Sara’s face.  No policy arguments will change her mind, only a friend.  
 I remember the months after we got married, at 21, when we had no health 
insurance, back before Obamacare, where anyone under 26 could stay on a parent’s 
plan.  We barely made rent those first few months; there was nothing left for insuring 
our future.  We gambled, and we won—no one got sick.  I know that Anna is making 
the same bet, but why must so many of us play Russian roulette?  Eventually, someone 
gets shot.
 Living here, a medical student on the Upper East Side, I’ve seen patients from 
all over NYC.  One day I helped a man apply for Medicaid.  He had advanced prostate 
cancer, and had ignored years of bloody urine because he felt no other choice existed.  
The next day, a woman came in with gallstone pancreatitis, and she stayed on our 
hospital’s luxury floor, where it’s $1400 extra a day to get fluffy towels and gourmet ca-
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tered meals as you watch a panoramic sunset.  When the emergency room is full, and 
patients are lined up down the corridor, still, those rooms on the luxury floor remain 
empty, awaiting the perfect patient, the one who can pay more.  
 I fear that America is segregated by social status, and we do not know of the 
other, only that the other is “dumb or lazy” (too lazy to go get medical care) or “privi-
leged and lucky” (to sit in a hospital bed with 400 count thread).  Later, while the lucky 
woman was in surgery to remove her gallbladder, we found an incidental cancer, with 
minimal effective treatments, and she likely died before I got around to committing her 
memory to this page.  The lazy man, well, he agreed to stay in the hospital for weeks, 
and bear radiation therapy alone, because once he knew the truth, he wanted to act 
fast.  I imagine him at home now, rocking in a chair, family by his side, living with a slow 
moving chronic disease, but I don’t really know.  Predicting the future is above my pay 
grade, but at least I’ve learned this: we do not always know next to whom we stand. 
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The WCMC Artist Society hosted an inaugural photography contest to share the visual talents of 
the medical school student body. Students submitted photographs falling into three categories: 
The Big Apple, The Art of Medicine, Travel Abroad. Below are the winning photographs as well as 
the honorable mentions in each category. 

WCMC Artist Society
Photography Contest

CONQUERING MT. MERU
Photograph
Sarah Coates
Class of 2014
Winner, Travel Abroad
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IN FULL COLOR
 Photograph

Marilyn Michelow
Class of 2012

Honorable Mention, Travel Abroad
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UNTITLED
Photograph
Elizabeth DuPre
Class of 2014
Winner, The Big Apple
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UNTITLED
 Photograph

Scott Breitinger
Class of 2015

Honorable Mention, The Big Apple
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UNTITLED
Photograph
Peter Barish
Class of 2014
Winner, The Art of Medicine
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SAFE WATER IS GOOD MEDICINE
 Photograph

Maren Ketcham
Class of 2015

Honorable Mention, The Art of Medicine
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He sits, he sits
He used to explore
Traveled Africa and Singapore
Now he sits, he sits

He’s so clearly well read
Well aware of all his meds
A+O x3
No dementia, not he
Still he sits, he sits

With all of his knowledge, he’s stuck in his chair
Reminiscing on days long gone by, he stares
And he sits, he sits

She just had a stroke
Thank God nothing broke
Now she sits, she sits

things change oh so fast
Good health doesn’t last
As she sits, she sits

They used to dance, shake a leg
Paint the town all in red
Now she sits, she sits

She knows she forgets now
Her mind’s such a mess now
She sits, she sits

Her husband’s a doll 
He won’t let her fall
But he thinks she doesn’t know
When he cries soft and low
So she sits, just sits
She sits

HE SITS
Kymora Scotland

Class of 2011
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LEATHER
Photograph
Peter Barish

Class of 2014
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STAIRS
Photographs
Elan Guterman
Class of 2013
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3RD YEAR PROJECT: A collection of anecdotes
Collected by Bem Atim

Anonymous
Class of 2013

I.
I delivered my first baby with an attending.  I now ride the elevator with him, and he 

doesn’t remember who I am.

II.
It was my first overnight call at a strange hospital. I spent the previous week in clinic, 

so everything was new and unfamiliar.  My other classmates had told me about “her”, that 
resident whose mood could be measured by her hair: neat in a ponytail meant calm and 
collected; frazzled and down meant “DANGER, WILL ROBINSON. DANGER!”  

The evening was just starting as she got a page from the ED, a teenager with abdomi-
nal pain.  She turned to me and said, “I need you to go to the ED, take her history, put her 
in the gyn room, and then call me.”  She spit out the MRN and name, and gave me a look, 
that “You should be elswhere” look.  I got up and left the on-call room, with two thoughts 
on my mind: where is the ED and what the hell is the “gyn room”?

III.
6:30 in the morning, a team dressed in blue scrubs and white coats moves around.  As 

a student, I know my place, in the back.  The residents - most hail from India - are waking 
people up from deep sleep, asking questions about “peepee”, “caca”, and “dolor”.  A se-
ries of hand gestures and pointing gets the essential information across.  I kept it a secret 
that I speak Spanish, because we have no native speakers on the team, and I don’t want 
to be in the uncomfortable position of translating 24-7.

We stop by a room, and the usual questions - rather, words - are posed.  Add in a 
“mami” or “papi” and the conversation is complete.  But our chief needs to ask some 
more complicated questions about his other diseases.

He points to us, the students, and asks if any of us speak Spanish.  His finger points 
to me. 

“Yeah,” I utter.
“Okay, can you please tell him that we might need to take him back to the OR today?”

Abraham Korn
Class of 2013

17 year old type 1 diabetic with acute on chronic neuropathic pain.  What should 
we discharge your patient on besides her home gabapentin? my resident asks.  Ummm.  
Uptodate for 5 minutes.  Recommend tramadol.  Tramadol works for neuropathic pain? 
resident asks. Attending says fine.  Tramadol given.  I am God.
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Jenna Devare
Class of 2013

I.
 Some of my favorite moments during psychiatry took place during our weekly 
staff meetings, when we would read through patient satisfaction surveys. The best 
comment, by far, was simply:
 “Ask the pineapple.”
 Somehow we didn’t think a pineapple would give us constructive feedback on 
the psychiatric ward experience...

II.
 When a longtime smoker with his first COPD exacerbation was about to be dis-
charged from the hospital, he started the following conversation with the team on 
morning rounds:
 Patient: Ever’one is all up in ma f****** s***! All I can f****** do is quit! But 
docta, I gotta ask you somethin’. I really like to smoke dope. Is it gonna kill me?
 Team: ...
 Patient: I get up in the mornin’, smoke half a joint. Then I go to work. Then I 
come home and I smoke the otha half. Then, I eat like a HORSE. And then, I sleep like a 
baby. Can I do that, docta?
 TMI*, patient. TMI.       *Too much information

III.
 In the ER, our medical team rounded on a man who had recently been released 
from prison:
 Patient: All y’all doctas?
 Attending: Some of them are students, some are residents.
 Patient: Why y’all come to see me? Y’all gonna jump me or somethin’?
 Yes...we doctas gonna jump an ex-convict.

IV.
 The first patient I ever connected with, who had a new diagnosis of gastric can-
cer, taught me much about navigating the physician-patient relationship. Working with 
her every day of my month on general medicine, it wasn’t until I mentioned that I was 
interested in music and medicine that she opened up to me. Her faith, which I had 
attempted (and failed) to engage with earlier that month by telling her about the pas-
toral care service, somehow connected with my music. Probably my most fulfilling mo-
ment of third year was when I returned to her bedside months later, after she received 
a gastrectomy, and played Mozart for her. Although as third years we rotated quickly 
through many services, it did not preclude forging real relationships with patients.
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HOW TO MISS THE QUEENS SHUTTLE
Photograph

Michael Mooney
Class of 2013
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UNTITLED
Photograph
Naomi Shike
Class of 2013
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EVE
Daniel Shalev
Class of 2015

I.
Eve settles 
down on the earth
like an ancient curtain 
hiding the space 
between breath 
and flesh. 

Her dark blueness obscures 
everything born: ripe fruit,
bodies moving hidden on 
the ground like shadows
in a womb.

At dusk no one 
whispers the old 
story anymore:
Eve, some primal
thoughtless thing,
bereft of brightness
fooled into cursing
everything she came
to bear for some
lapse of sweetness
the red shine 
of a midday orb.

As though all
she wanted
were that light.

These days,
Adam runs 

west 
towards the sun
away from her, the moon 
shining reproachfully
on his back

Behind him, a cool breeze 
breaks the still 
air scattering
all the stars in the sky:
this topography of 
new constellations
retells the world its 
history from the start.

II.
Maybe Eve never ate
the apple at all?
Maybe her only knowledge
was the secret of mothers
eloquent and fierce

Maybe the leafy apron
was the best protection 
she could find
in the softness of the garden
for the lives inside her.

How could God or Adam have
known her instinct?
They who took her womb
to mean violation
and impurity.

III.
Cast away,
the progenitor 
Eve is no longer milky 
rounded. All the softness has 
left her 
formless form. She is the bony 
darkness not yet dark
the pierce of tiny sharpened 
lights that erupt confused
out of the space between 
day and night.

Though the banished silk
of motherhood is torn,
it is always Eve who wins
who at  the end of every day 
opens her universal eye and 
suddenly sees a world
made up of atoms of forgive-
ness

Night emerges,
afloat with voices;
seas of the awed
all crying out “I do not believe 
in God,
I believe in Eve.”
And when they are thankful
for life they thank her.
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LECTURERS
Pencil
Nathan Gaines
Class of 2013
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MASTECTOMY
Acrylic
Monica Payne
Class of 2012
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TED
88 M h/o chronic lumbar pain, osteoporosis complicated by and hip fx, vert 
compression fx s/p kyphoplasty, asthma, was recently admitted for CAP/UTI 
- urosepsis requiring intubation - who is being followed primarily for FTT 2/2 
refusal to PO despite mirtazapine (no capacity to refuse as per geri psych) and 
heel decubitus ulcers.

Neal Parikh
Class of 2013

subject to the cultural milieu in which my body persists, 
   i desist;
relinquish restraint – 
   spew forth this vitriole that you insist violates us, 
   profanes our shared identity, 
   smudges my thumbprints, 
   voids your dignity, 
   perforates your sanctity.
to your charges I acquiesce: tear me out, 
   fragment my play and 
   hang me dead by my appendages;
i rot, stationary, stagnant, 
   stagnating in this misery –
   juices pooling at my feet to no avail 
   unless it is at my feet that you direct your supplicant pining.

i bemoan your you; long for me. 
   my penitence is complete. be pregnant –
drench me in your complacent competencies.

awash, 
perhaps noncompliant or merely disagreeable, 
i disown you.
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YOU’RE SUCH A BOHR
Digital Image
Freddy Escorcia
Class of 2012
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TO FREE THE MIND, TO ENRICH THE 
WARDS 

Landon Roussel
Class of 2012

 Edmund Pellegrino, considered by many to be the father of medical humanities, 
defined the purpose of the humanities as “to free the mind, to free the imagination, 
and to enrich the experience of being human.”1 In setting out to define the humanities, 
Pellegrino attempted to reconnect them with medical education in an era where they 
were lacking from Abraham Flexner’s educational reforms of medical school curricula. 
While many found Pellegrino’s reconnection between medicine and the humanities 
convincing, the present-day disconnect between an elaborated philosophy of medi-
cine and medical school curricula evidence the need for work to be done. Medical hu-
manities classes required during the first two years of medical school tend to present 
broad topics at the expense of depth, such as Power Point presentations on things like 
cultural sensitivity that even the naive college freshman would find a cakewalk, and 
weekly basic science tests during years one and two, shelf exams during years three 
and four, and USMLE Steps 1, 2 and 3 do not seem to leave much room for probing of 
deep humanistic questions. Medical schools are well aware of this shortcoming and 
are actively reforming curricula to better incorporate their humanities curricula, but 
then the question becomes, what is medical humanities?
 Two potential flaws already in the making deserve note. The first is a co-opting 
of the humanities by the very technocratic mindframe that it aims to dispel—what Ger-
man philosopher Jurgen Habermas calls scientifism (Wissenschaftkeit).2 As Pellegrino 
has stressed, “‘the pull towards specialization and scholarship’ tends to transform the 
study of humanities from the pursuit of wisdom to the pursuit of information and ped-
antry. The consequence is that the forest is lost in the trees.”3 An equally pernicious 
misunderstanding of medical humanities is to see them as the salvation of all the evils 
of modern medicine. Pellegrino’s words on this deserve quoting in full:

Medical humanism has achieved the status of a salvation theme, which can 
absolve the perceived “sins” of modern medicine. The list of those sins is long, 
varied, and often contradictory: overspecialization; technicism; overprofes-
sionalization; insensitivity to personal and sociocultural values; too narrow 
a construal of the doctor’s role; too much “curing” rather than “caring”; not 
enough emphasis on prevention, patient participation, and patient educa-
tion; too much science; not enough liberal arts; not enough behavioral sci-
ence; too much economic incentive; a “trade school” mentality; insensitivity 
to the poor and socially disadvantaged; overmedicalization of everyday life; 
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inhumane treatment of medical students; overwork by house staff ; deficien-
cies in verbal and nonverbal communication.4

One can see in such unrealistic expectations the reverse of the Flexnerian hopes to 
liberate medical education from the quackery of humanities through science.
 Amidst these potential drawbacks of medical humanities, the need for a clear 
understanding of human flourishing in healthcare is most certainly in want. For medi-
cine to amount to more than a set of procedures and interventions on the human 
body, the critical self consciousness of a philosophy of medicine is essential, one that 
relates the work of the profession to that which is most truly human.
 In this sense, the humanities aim to fill a gap in providing answers to fundamen-
tal human questions that has come about after the secularization of higher education 
in the wake of Napoleon’s laicization of universities in Western Europe. Particularly, 
they aim to re-connect academic inquiry with “a truly internal share of the ancestral 
intellectual assets” amidst the consumerization (or as Werner Jaeger has said, “Ameri-
canization”) of higher education following the Industrial Revolution.5

 This will succeed, however, only when the plethora of available drugs, surger-
ies and behavioral interventions are employed in a manner consistent with a matured 
view of what constitutes being human. A robust understanding of medical humani-
ties, then, bears an intimate connection to ethics, requiring an internal philosophy 
of medicine--that is, a view within medicine of the good of clinical care. This internal 
philosophy is centered around the illness experience and the vocation to help the sick. 
From the encounter with the sick patient arises the ethical imperative of clinical care-
-from what phenomenologist Emmanuel Levinas calls the look of vulnerability in the 
irreducible other.6 This imperative includes not simply using whatever means available 
to treat the patient but also probing the complex questions of “the meanings of lan-
guage, symbol, myth and the history of men’s ideas”7 which the illness experience con-
jures. The academic inquiry of medical humanities arises, then, from the ethical obliga-
tion to care for the sick, distinguishing medical humanities from humanities devoted to 
other topics, such as political history or British literature or Romance languages.
 Absent a philosophy of medicine, medical humanities is simply an accumulated 
set of problems faced by different healthcare professionals. It becomes a set of do-
mains of specialized research interests in particular branches of nursing, clinical medi-
cine, sociology, literature and anthropology—all of which have valuable perspectives 
to provide but are equally liable to turn the quest for medical humanities into a false 
salvation or a narrow pedantry absent an internal philosophy of medicine. Clinical prac-
tice, then, loses out on the opportunity for fruitful enrichment from the humanities. 
Humanities in turn become an elaborate academic exercise rather than being intrinsic 
to the art of medicine.
 The importance of medical humanities is not a matter of purely philosophical 
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knowledge but of living. Power Point presentations on cultural sensitivity may be a 
start to probing the questions of the human condition that patient care presents, but 
at present overemphasis on scientific qualification in medical education and on pro-
ductivity in patient care indicate an absent link to clinical practice. As a result, the in-
sights that medical humanities can provide to better appreciate the human condition 
become a topic for the classroom but never for the wards. Rightly, then, the humani-
ties will not succeed in liberating the mind “unless one engages the humanities within 
the clinical context, embedding humanistic education in the experience of the medical 
student and the physician.”8 Such a shift is cosmic--affecting the very foundations of 
behavior in clinical practice. But somehow medical humanities will have to find a way 
to pursue the wisdom of the ages right at the bedside—or fall back to looking at the 
trees. Or shall I say Power Point slides?
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